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Abstract  Although many bilingual children receive formal training in their non-dominant language in USA and other multicultural societies, educational programs tailored for the needs of bilingual children are scarce. Like in other areas of instruction, bilingual children face additional challenges when learning math, given the language divide between home numeracy and formal school environments. This chapter presents evidence-based recommendations for teaching math to bilingual and multilingual children in elementary and middle schools. To ground these recommendations in research findings, psychological and neural mechanisms of bilingual mathematical learning and cognition are discussed, as well as sociocultural issues and implications for classroom practice. To support bilingual children’s math learning in their non-dominant language, we recommend allowing code-switching and other off-loading strategies, strengthening fact retrieval in both languages, incorporating the child’s home and cultural contexts, instructing in their home language or finding online alternatives, providing culturally-relevant math instruction and feedback, and making connections between mathematics and children’s everyday lives. We also discuss the need for changes in teacher training and educational policy-making, in order to increase awareness about bilingual children’s needs and to transition bilingualism from being a disadvantage in formal education to being a quality that can enrich and enhance children’s educational experiences.
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9.1  Introduction

According to the 2019 national report about mathematical performance in USA, 16% of English-speaking children in 4th grade did not achieve basic profi-
iciency in math; this, however, is not as alarming as the 41% of 4th grade children categorized as bilinguals who lack basic mathematical proficiency (National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2019). With 23% of the U.S. school population being bilingual and growing (U. S. Census Bureau, 2021), understanding how bilingual individuals process mathematics is especially relevant for effectively teaching mathematics and improving their mathematical learning outcomes. This is especially important to ensure mathematics instruction is accessible and equitable for a subset of those bilingual children classified as English Language Learners (ELL) who constitute 10% of the U.S. school population (U. S. Department of Education, 2020).

If mathematics test outcomes were to serve as a proxy for children’s understanding of basic mathematics (as they often do in policy circles), then the tradition of teaching mathematics in English or another dominant cultural language often yields difficulties for bilingual children. When bilingual children do not have access to educational opportunities or resources to learn basic mathematics in their home language early on, lack of connections between English and their home language may lead to academic difficulties in the short-term and potential long-term setbacks such as fewer career prospects and a lower quality of life (Dowker, 2019; Shin, 2013). However, these contextual matters are rarely considered in neuroscientific studies designed to understand how the brain processes different mathematical tasks. This unintentional oversight thereby continues to exacerbate existing inequities. For example, if most mathematical cognition studies that utilize neuroimaging proceed with the unspoken assumption that language proficiency does
not play a primary role in mathematical processing by not classifying their participants’ language status (see a list of all neuroimaging studies in numerical cognition in the review by Peters & De Smedt, 2018), then resulting recommendations to improve academic outcomes would incorrectly presume a person’s language status as inconsequential for mathematics teaching and learning. Even considering the few mathematical cognition studies that do examine bilingualism, bilingual participants are treated categorically without qualifying their exact proficiency levels in their two languages.

Therefore, Whitford and Luk (2019) suggest treating bilingualism as the dynamic experience that it is. Most bilinguals, regardless of their proficiency, often have to perform mental gymnastics (Kroll et al., 2015) to cognitively manage the language system in which they are operating by activating the language they are currently using while suppressing competing representations in their other language. However, the quality and efficiency of bilinguals’ mental gymnastics depend on their past and current interactions. For instance, a child who learns English as a second language in a natural/unstructured environment with high exposure to that language (e.g., home, relatives, neighbors, media, etc.) will have a different proficiency level than someone who learns English as a second language in a more structured environment like school (Bedore et al., 2016; Ruiz-Felter et al., 2016).

Since a child’s language proficiency and bilingualism experience varies based on the interaction between their two languages and various environmental factors, Whitford and Luk (2019) suggest considering how bilingualism impacts
cognition across ages and different sociocultural factors by examining the interaction between language factors (exposure, background, proficiency) and a variety of cognitive (e.g., verbal and non-verbal IQ) and demographic (e.g., education, socioeconomic status) variables. Understanding how bilingualism affects experiences (of mathematical learning or otherwise) is especially important now, given the economic and social shifts towards operating in multiple languages in this increasingly globalized world (Surraim & Luk, 2019). Outside of research that directly studies bilingualism, there is also a call to report and treat a child’s language exposure, proficiency, and demographic variables in all developmental studies due to its potential to be a hidden moderator (Byers-Heinlein et al., 2019). Like the research sector, it is important to provide similar evidence-based recommendations for teaching and learning purposes as well. To provide such recommendations to mathematics educators who work with bilingual children and adults, findings from various fields (i.e., psycholinguistics, mathematics education, cognitive neuroscience, educational policy) were consolidated with insights from mathematical cognition about bilingual mathematics learning in international contexts.

While the cognitive demands of bilingualism are ever present in a bilingual child’s development (Whitford & Luk, 2019), these cognitive demands seem to unequally affect students’ mathematics performance (Anchan and Soylu, 2021d), which could have downstream effects on their future numerical development. Understanding numerical development requires connecting theories and findings across different levels, and studying how environmental and cultural factors (e.g., language, home numeracy environment, socio-economic level), as well
as biological factors (e.g., neural, genetic) contribute to the development of numerical skills.

In this chapter, we utilize the interdisciplinary lenses of educational neuroscience to present how bilingual children in the elementary and middle school years develop their mathematical thinking and learn mathematics (Han, Soylu, & Anchan, 2019; Knox, 2016). The pragmatic epistemology of this framework allows an educational concern (i.e., poor mathematical performance in bilingual children) to define a course of action by drawing on interdisciplinary insights about children’s language proficiency, their cognitive processes, and sociocultural factors related to their school and home environments. But extrapolating insights from multiple disciplines has its own challenges. For example, it is not always possible to keep terminology consistent while crossing disciplinary boundaries. Therefore, at the risk of compromising precision for a pragmatic cause, we have used the term ‘bilingual’ broadly in this chapter, only qualifying bilingual proficiency when reported by the original study. It is our hope that this lack of precision will advance research in the areas of bilingual mathematical cognition and mathematics education by prompting further conversations and discussions not just across academic disciplines but also among practitioners, administrators, and parents.

9.2 Biological and cultural evolution of mathematical skills

Given that human mathematical skills are to a large extent an outcome of recent cultural evolution, the human brain does not have dedicated systems that originally evolved to support mathematical cognition. Instead, similar to many
other cognitive skills, mathematical cognition makes use of neural systems that evolved to support other functions (Anderson, 2010, 2014). Early studies focused on understanding the role of language, symbolic, visuospatial, and sensorimotor systems for fundamental mathematical skills, like numerosity estimation, subitizing, counting, and arithmetic (e.g., Dehaene, 1992). Across nearly 30 years of research, we learned that we share some fundamental mathematical skills with other animals, enabling estimation of physical and numerical magnitudes, but beyond that mathematical development strongly relies on body-based, visuospatial, symbolic, and verbal representations, which are embedded in sociocultural contexts where development takes place (O'Shaughnessy et al., 2021). But with the world becoming increasingly connected and globalized, evidence about bilingual brains is calling a fundamental assumption in these studies into question (Whitford & Luk, 2019). Can mathematical cognition findings about neural processing be extended to all populations when many of these studies did not account for individuals’ language status (monolingual, bilingual, multilingual) or include it as a variable? And how does this affect how bilingual children are taught math? With this goal in mind, this chapter outlines evidence about brain development and mathematical processing in bilinguals, followed by some recommendations to integrate these findings in the mathematics classroom (or home) while teaching bilingual children.

### 9.3 Bilingual brains process information differently

While monolingual and bilingual brains both process languages and cognitive tasks efficiently, the brain networks carrying out similar tasks and the asso-
ciated outcomes may differ (Anderson et al., 2018). The fundamental architecture and language processing mechanisms involved in the bilingual brain may not always be accessible or examinable in monolinguals (Kroll et al., 2015). This insight is reiterated in neuroimaging and behavioral studies that show monolingual and bilingual children and adults performing differently on similar tasks or using different brain networks (Bialystok, 1999; Bialystok & Martin, 2004; Anderson et al., 2018). For example, in an fMRI study, Anderson et al. (2018) compared monolinguals and English-French bilingual adults on verbal and nonverbal task-switching experiments. While monolinguals used 2 different networks to process the verbal and non-verbal tasks, bilinguals used a common network for both tasks. Other studies suggest that bilinguals have enhanced executive functioning skills such as attentional control (Bialystok & Majumder, 1998; Bialystok, 1999), mental flexibility (Mielecki et al., 2017) and inhibitory control (Bialystok & Martin, 2004; Kroll et al., 2008; van Heuven & Dijkstra, 2010) as a result of juggling two languages.

9.4 Bilingual mathematical development

The implicit assumption in many elementary and middle school classrooms is that mathematics is learned in a language-independent way (Anchan, 2019). A growing body of neurocognitive evidence suggests otherwise. When examining mathematical problem solving in Turkish-German bilingual elementary school students, for example, Kempert et al. (2011) found language proficiency in the language of instruction/testing to be predictive of their mathematical performance. Bilinguals activate mathematical representations in both languages at all
times. Therefore, they would either actively inhibit representations in one lan-
guage while performing operations in the other (Kroll et al. 2008) or they would
use some cognitive subprocess to choose one language over the other (Dijkstra
and Van Heuven, 2002). As a result of these background processes, bilinguals
may react significantly slower than monolinguals on some tasks. Juggling addi-
tional subprocesses (Kroll, 2008) may also lead bilinguals to make more errors on
mathematical tasks, leading to some disadvantages in bilinguals. Venkatraman et
al. (2006) fMRI-scanned English-Chinese bilinguals as they performed two arith-
metic tasks—base-7 addition and percentage estimation—to study exact and ap-
proximate number processing. They performed the tasks in both English and Chi-
nese where they were trained in one language and untrained in the other. Lan-
guage switching effects were found in both types of number processing – approxi-
mate number processing (left inferior frontal gyrus [LIFG], left inferior parietal
lobule, angular gyrus), and exact number processing (bilateral posterior intrapari-
etal sulcus, LIFG) – suggesting that mathematical calculation (which depends on
retrieval of mathematical facts) relies on verbal and language-related networks.
Therefore, mathematical processing is not independent of language.

More specifically, mathematical retrieval, calculation, and performance
seem to depend upon the primary language of mathematics instruction. When
bilingual high schoolers were trained on multiplication and subtraction problems
in one language (German or French) and tested in both languages, Saalbach et al.
(2013) found cognitive costs related to language switching when language of
arithmetic instruction differed from the students’ frequently used language. Simi-
larly, in a sample of 193 German-French bilinguals between the ages of 12-23, Van Rinsveld et al. (2015, 2016) found bilingual participants’ language proficiency to be crucial for solving simple and complex addition problems. While extended amounts of practice in both languages helped bilingual participants to perform equally well on simple single-digit addition problems, this was not true for more complex addition problems that involved double-digit or larger numbers. The number words used to describe the numbers also made a difference in how bilinguals processed numbers. For example, a bilingual whose primary language is English may read 24 as “twenty-four” but a bilingual who primarily speaks German may read it as “four-and-twenty.” These small but significant differences seem to compound over time leading bilinguals to process mathematics problems faster and more easily in their first language. In the case of simple multiplication, Salillas and Wicha (2012) similarly showed that the memory networks established in a bilingual individual’s childhood does not affect their retrieval process in adulthood even if the other language is dominant.

While many of the previously mentioned studies support the notion that arithmetic facts are encoded in verbal memory in the language of mathematics instruction (Dehaene & Cohen, 1995), there is also evidence to suggest that bilinguals represent mathematical facts for each language separately (Campbell & Xue, 2001). Martinez-Lincoln et al. (2015) compared bilingual teachers’ arithmetic performance in their primary or secondary language of instruction. They found that when the teachers performed arithmetic in their primary language of instruction, they maintained a primary language advantage. When their performance in their
teaching and non-teaching languages were compared using Event-Related potentials (ERPs, i.e., brain signals), teachers showed more efficient access to their language they taught in, regardless of whether it was their first or second language. This suggests that access to terms even in the secondary language of instruction improved with use and practice. Although this study was done in adults, it could have implications for mathematical learning in children.

Cerda et al. (2019) recorded ERPs in bilingual children as they verified the correctness of multiplication problems that were presented as spoken number words in Spanish and English blocks. Even though participants showed a language bias, they elicited comparable N400 amplitudes (i.e., brain response to encountering something unexpected that usually happens when the number presented does not match the expected answer) for both languages, which suggests similar cognitive processes in both registers at the semantic level. According to these adult and child studies, if a bilingual child’s development in both languages is almost balanced, disadvantages arising from mathematics instruction in their second language could be mitigated by increased functional use of their second language. This, however, may not be the case for bilingual children with partial or limited use of their second language such as English Language Learners. For such bilinguals, Van Rinsveld et al. (2016) found that providing contextual cues in their home language during instruction helped bilingual participants perform better in mathematics even in their second language. This means that despite their level of proficiency in both languages, bilingual individuals must learn mathematical facts in both languages to retrieve them at the same rate; otherwise, they will face cog-
nitive costs when performing in their second language, because they would most likely retrieve facts in the language of instruction and translate them into the other language (Schwartz and Sprouse, 1996).

9.5 Insights from bilingual mathematical education in USA and other countries

Research about bilingual mathematical education corroborates much of the cognitive findings about bilingual mathematical development presented earlier. For example, while examining the math learning success of Filipino-English bilingual children in the 5th grade, Bernardo and Calleja (2005) found that they were more likely to understand and solve word problems in their first language. This first language advantage was observed even in bilinguals whose first language was English (Bernardo, 2002). A parallel observation was documented outside the USA, where Clarkson and Galbraith (1992) found Papua New Guinean 6th grade students who were proficient in both their languages (English, and a second native language, e.g., Tok Pisin or Hiri Motu) scoring considerably higher on two different mathematical tests compared to their less proficient bilingual peers. Some bilingual students even performed better than their monolingual peers, despite the latter belonging to schools with more resources. Further examination led Clarkson (1992) to conclude that this may be due to Papua New Guinea’s national policy promoting the use of students’ original languages in school, allowing them to easily understand difficult mathematical concepts in classrooms. Planas and Civil (2013) compared students from Mexico in Tucson, USA, and students from
Latin America in Barcelona, Spain. In both cases, the primary language of instruction were English and Catalan respectively. They showed that students’ level of participation in the mathematics classroom depended on the language of instruction; low levels of participation were associated with instructing in students’ non-home language. These studies from other countries support the recommendation to incorporate bilinguals’ home language in mathematics instruction in U.S. classrooms as well.

9.5.1 Frequency of language use

Mathematical cognition models in sync with insights about word frequency (Ashcraft, 1992) and information processing (Anderson, 1983) state that when a language in which mathematics is taught and learned is used frequently, those mathematical facts will be stored and retrieved in that language most efficiently. Campbell and Clark’s (1988) encoding-complex model of mathematical cognition also posits that each language has its own representation of arithmetic facts, and the rate of retrieving those facts is dependent on experience (Campbell & Epp, 2004). Since ‘reaction time’ or the time to access mathematical facts and solve problems is a primary measure of mathematical performance in schools, understanding how efficiently children retrieve their learned mathematical facts (which depends on experience and practice) is important for teaching mathematics to bilingual children. The frequency of language use seems to be important to children (Thordardottir, 2019) not only when they are learning mathematics but also while maintaining learned facts through retrieval-based procedures such as prac-
tice and problem-solving. In the next section, based on a review of bilingual and mathematical education research in the USA as well as other countries, we make evidence-based recommendations for math teachers and parents to reduce elementary and middle school bilingual children’s cognitive load, supplement their math learning processes, and improve their math learning outcomes.

9.6 Evidence-based Recommendations

9.6.1 Allowing code-switching

An overwhelming body of research seems to suggest that ‘code-switching’ or switching between their two languages should not be discouraged or penalized among bilingual children, thereby encouraging, and even normalizing bilingual instruction for all children. Parvanehnezhad and Clarkson (2008) studied language switching in Iranian bilingual children as they solved mathematical problems and explained their reasoning in an interview setting. Students reported switching between their home language (Farsi) and the language of instruction (English) when they found the problem to be difficult, when they were more familiar with the Farsi version of the numbers or words being used, and when they were in a Persian school environment. It is equally important to consider the cognitive processes a bilingual student may be employing while learning mathematics in either language so instruction and communication of mathematical concepts can be tailored to their ‘zone of proximal development’ (Zaretskii, 2009). In addition to promoting students’ understanding of mathematical concepts, teaching mathematics in students’ first language also seems to nurture socioemotional aspects of
their learning. In a comparison of five multicultural schools in Sweden, bilingual students between the ages of 9 and 16 reported higher levels of confidence, engagement and learning when bilingual mathematics teachers instructed their students and engaged them in mathematical activities using both languages. Students also felt secure using both languages while doing and understanding mathematics problems (Norén, 2008).

9.6.2 Allowing other ‘off-loading’ strategies

Similar to code-switching, implementing other sensorimotor strategies (e.g., finger counting, sketching, diagramming, visual aids, etc.) can also help bilingual children to offload some of their persistent cognitive load, thereby allowing for better mathematical processing and performance. Children who use their fingers to count and do arithmetic in the early school years (K to 2nd grades) were found to perform better in the later school years (Baroody & Wilkins, 1999; Crollen & Noël, 2015; Long et al., 2016). Before children switch to mental number representations entirely, fingers help children as a cognitive offload or embodied processing mechanism, later to be replaced by fact retrieval, which is more efficient and makes cognitive resources available for learning of more advanced arithmetic and algebra. Neuroimaging studies both with children (Berteletti & Booth, 2015) and adults (Soylu & Newman, 2016) show an association of the finger sensorimotor system with number processes. In addition, multiple studies showed that children’s finger gnosis (the ability to individuate fingers) scores correlate with or predict their mathematical skills (Fayol et al.,
1998; Noël, 2005), even though there are also some studies not showing such an association (Long et al., 2016). There are also studies showing that fine motor ability correlates with (Fischer et al., 2017) or predicts (Luo et al., 2007) mathematical skills in young children. Similarly, visual mathematical representations (VMRs) and computer-based Mathematical Cognitive Tools (CMTs) help educators to scaffold their instruction and help children to cognitively offload while learning (Sedig & Liang, 2006).

9.6.3 **Strengthen retrieval of mathematical facts in both languages**

Since basic mathematical facts are the building blocks of higher-level math, strengthening bilingual children’s retrieval of basic mathematical facts in both their languages is crucial for their mathematical development. Neuroimaging studies show that with higher arithmetical skills, both children (Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011) and adults (Grabner et al., 2007; Prado et al., 2011) show less activation in the intraparietal sulcus (i.e., associated with calculation) and more in angular gyrus (associate with retrieval) during arithmetic tasks, particularly for addition and multiplication, given the higher reliance on retrieval of arithmetic facts for these operations. Further, in a study conducted with adults, parietal activation during a complex multiplication task shifted from intraparietal sulcus (i.e., calculation) to angular gyrus (i.e., retrieval), as these adults were trained with the multiplication facts included in the task (Grabner et al., 2009). Automatizing calculation processes by switching to retrieval via practice could be another way to help students reduce their cognitive load.
9.6.4  **Incorporating home and cultural contexts**

Another recommendation to improve bilingual children’s learning outcomes in mathematics is to draw on the children’s home and cultural contexts. Whether monolingual, bilingual, or multilingual, Secada and De La Cruz (1996) suggested that students need to make sense of mathematics instruction in order to perform satisfactorily, and that is often achieved by connecting children's problem-solving strategies to mathematics instruction in school. Building on this suggestion, they recommend using children's home and cultural backgrounds to promote mathematical understanding among students from varied cultural and linguistic backgrounds. According to Secada and De La Cruz (1996), teachers should consider adopting these four principles in their teaching practice: (1) assessing students’ understanding constantly; (2) allowing students to choose from a variety of mathematical content and levels that is interesting, open-ended, and accessible; (3) building on students' prior knowledge and home experiences; (4) developing mathematical language in their cultural and linguistic context. For bilingual students, the last two suggestions are all the more crucial from a standpoint of equity; it would allow them to build their own understanding of mathematical concepts from a similar starting point as their monolingual peers.

9.6.5  **Mathematics instruction in the home language**

While it is recommended that bilingual children’s home language is utilized for mathematics instruction, the context, setting, and manner of this instruc-
tion should also be considered. For example, the Redwood City study for Mexican American bilingual children (Cohen, 1976) found that separating bilingual children from their monolingual peers to instruct them in Spanish did not necessarily have the desired effect in academic achievement. In a study of 3rd to 4th grade children who were instructed bilingually for six years, bilingual children outperformed their public-school peers (instructed in English) in Spanish reading, vocabulary, and storytelling. However, their public-school peers, whether monolingual or bilingual, performed better in English storytelling, which means that separating bilingual students could result in them having lesser opportunities to practice syntactic improvisation in English. The comparisons between the bilingual-schooled and public-schooled children yielded mixed results in mathematics and English vocabulary performance.

A meta-analysis of bilingual education programs conducted by Willig (2012) found similar mixed results with small to moderate differences favoring bilingual education in reading, language skills, mathematics, and total achievement when the tests were in English, and in reading, language, mathematics, writing, social studies, listening comprehension, and attitudes toward school or self when tests were in other languages. The mixed performance in mathematics and other subjects seen in these studies further suggest that separate instruction may not be the most effective strategy in mathematics instruction for bilinguals.

Since most classrooms have bilingual children who speak more than one non-English language which mathematics teachers may not speak themselves, it is
not practically feasible to instruct all bilingual children in their home language. One recent innovation that some mathematics teachers have implemented to deal with this challenge is to connect with teachers in other countries teaching the same material and provide students some 1-on-1 online instruction or recordings of the instruction in the student’s home language (WestEd, 2020). Teachers also reported organizing their classes in rotating stations where students with various home languages were grouped together and each station included instruction in a different home language; students would then take turns learning from the instruction at each station, wherein the student familiar with the language of instruction would explain what they learned to their station peers who were not familiar with the language, thereby ‘flipping the script’ (WestEd, 2020). Despite such creative solutions, there is a shortage of mathematics instructional practices that is inclusive for all bilingual students.

9.6.6 Immersive bilingual programs or Structured Immersive sessions

In 1996, Rossel and Baker reported only 25% of the 300 evaluated immersive bilingual programs to be methodologically acceptable. Surprisingly, Willing (2012) reported similar results 16 years later. Willig (2012) called for quality research in the field of bilingual education to remedy the high prevalence of methodological shortfalls seen in this domain. This suggests that there has been a need for effective bilingual programs in USA for at least 25 years. According to Rossell and Baker (1996), only 9% of the methodologically acceptable programs
showed bilingual education to be more effective than regular classroom instruction for mathematical performance.

A few studies found bilingual education more effective than regular classroom instruction but even then, structured immersion was still considered as the ideal format for bilinguals with limited English proficiency. Structured immersion programs help bilingual children acquire language skills in their second language so they can succeed in a classroom where mathematics and other instruction occurs primarily in English. A meta-analysis conducted by Greene (1997) similarly recommended using their native language (versus English-only instruction) when instructing bilingual children with limited English proficiency for moderate learning benefits.

From a teaching point of view, therefore, it seems that in addition to some educational innovation, providing mathematics instruction in a bilingual child’s home language in early elementary grades without separating them from their monolingual or balanced bilingual/multilingual peers might prove most beneficial. This could be done in the form of supplementary structured immersion sessions where English is taught explicitly to low-proficiency bilinguals who are grouped and instructed according to their English proficiency. Another way to do this might be to start or maintain quality two-way immersion (TWI) programs that have succeeded in preparing bilingual students for better mathematical understanding and performance in both their languages. Lindholm-Leary and Borsato (2005) examined general school-related attitudes, mathematics coursework, and
mathematical achievement in three groups of high school students—Hispanics who used to be ELLs, native English-speaking Hispanics, and Caucasian English-speaking monolinguals —enrolled in a TWI program throughout all the elementary grades. They found all three groups had positive attitudes toward mathematics and school, were enrolled in college preparation mathematics courses, and were performing at average or above average levels in math. Marian et al. (2013) confirmed this finding in their comparison of test scores across different elementary school programs. They found that Bilingual TWI programs positively affected students’ mathematics and reading performance regardless of their language status. Bilingual students in TWI programs outperformed their peers in transitional programs of instruction. Similarly, English-speaking students in TWI programs outperformed their peers in regular classrooms.

9.6.7 Feedback and culturally relevant mathematics instruction

But any program or type of instruction is only as effective as the sum of its components, and educators play the most vital role in this equation. This is very much in line with Clarkson and Gabraith (1992) who cautioned against treating bilingualism as a unidimensional factor, and instead advocated designing research and programs by accounting for the myriad of factors that play a role in educating bilingual children. Teacher-driven learning supplements, such as feedback and culturally relevant mathematics instruction, is one such factor that has been shown to be effective in instructing bilingual children. Cardelle-Elawar (1990) trained four pre-service mathematics teachers to provide oral feedback to their low-per-
forming 6th graders who were bilingual. The oral feedback was modeled on Mayer’s model of metacognition and 4-step-problem solving: (1) translation, (2) integration, (3) planning and monitoring, (4) solution execution. Effective implementation of this model showed that just 6 hours of feedback led to higher mathematics performance in low-performing bilingual students.

Cahnmann and Remillard (2002) qualitatively examined teachers’ role in making mathematics instruction accessible to students from diverse backgrounds. Individual cases found two effective strategies for instructing bilingual students in math, given the implicit assumption that they are teacher-generated: (1) drawing connections between the student’s culture and mathematical concepts; (2) pursuing the complexities of mathematics and making it meaningful to the student. Cahnmann and Remillard also called on administrators to provide generous scaffolding and support to their teachers so they, in turn, can provide similar levels of support to their bilingual students.

9.6.8 Discussions about mathematics and culture

Supporting teachers as they do this complex non-formulaic work of teaching and supporting bilingual students is crucial due to the dearth of existing structural supports in the educational system. Bose and Remillard (2011) examined national policy reports detailing U.S. mathematics instruction to identify ways to render mathematics education more equitable. Due to its definition and focus being restricted to procedural and factual knowledge, resulting recommen-
ations for mathematics instruction focused on supporting teacher content knowledge over other forms of knowledge. This is unfortunate since evidence suggests that teachers must wield various types of knowledge and skills to teach students effectively and further facilitate student learning.

For example, Bernardo and Calleja (2005) showed that bilingual students usually neglected to consider real-life constraints and connections while solving word problems. This can be easily rectified if teachers are supported and encouraged to teach mathematics in the context of a student’s everyday experiences (including language) instead of the typical procedural manner devoid of linguistic markers. Moschkovich (2007a, 2007b) suggested that having a mathematical discussion with bilingual students would draw on existing sociolinguistic resources allowing them to make meaning of mathematical concepts and integrate it into their lives more willingly. Dominguez (2011) similarly advocates capitalizing on students’ experiences as bilinguals as cognitive resources to teach math. In their study, pairs of students who solved problems showed differences in their communication and thought patterns, depending on the context and language.

9.6.9 Making connections between mathematics and aspects of children’s lives

There are additional strategies used by elementary and middle school teachers in regular classrooms that, not so surprisingly, have been found to be effective in instructing bilinguals. Gutiérrez (2002) highlighted three high school
mathematics teachers who successfully instructed many Hispanic students. The strategies they used to do so included building on students’ previous knowledge, using supplementary textbook materials, and promoting teamwork which allowed students to work in their primary language alongside peers. Musanti et al. (2009) conducted a case study of a first-grade bilingual teacher learning and teaching Cognitively Guided Instruction, a framework used to understand student’s understanding of contextualized word-problems. They found that ongoing reflections, collegial conversations, and constantly analyzing students’ work enriched a teacher’s understanding of how students learned math; this, in turn, allowed them to provide more opportunities for students to explain their solutions and thinking, thereby creating an effectual feedback loop between instruction and performance. Therefore, instructing bilinguals in their home language or a mixture of both languages while connecting the content to their own life and culture in the form of discussions, reflections, and teamwork might foster understanding of mathematical concepts and boost mathematical performance in bilinguals.

9.6.10 Confirmations from non-USA contexts

The recommendations suggested in previous sections have also been replicated in countries outside North America. Gale et al. (1981) tested elementary school children’s academic performance in both English-only and bilingual program classes in Milingimbi, an Aboriginal community in Australia. Although not immediately apparent, by their seventh year in the program, the children enrolled in bilingual classes outperformed their English-only peers in seven out of ten tests,
mathematics being one of them. Based on a study of bilingual students in Norway, Özerk (1996) similarly suggested that a case could be made for the adoption of bilingual education grounded in pedagogical evidence. Özerk compared mathematics teaching and learning between two groups of linguistic-minority Norwegian students; one group was instructed in the students’ second language (typical monolingual setting like most U.S. classrooms) and the other in a bilingual classroom. The linguistic-minority students instructed in a bilingual classroom performed at the same level or better in mathematics than their peers from the monolingual classroom. Based on high attendance and promotion rates coupled with low dropout rates for Guatemalan bilingual schools, Patrinos and Velez (2009) proposed switching from regular to bilingual education programs for students belonging to disadvantaged populations, estimating national cost savings of $5 million. According to them, students enrolled in bilingual schools performed above average on all subject matters.

These cross-sectional findings were further substantiated by a 4-year longitudinal study in The Netherlands investigating the effects of using English as the language of instruction during the first four years of secondary education (Admi-raal et al., 2006). Academic performance of these bilingual students, who were equally proficient in English and Dutch, was compared to students instructed in Dutch. They found that the students enrolled in the bilingual program outperformed their peers in regular classrooms, and also showed higher English language proficiency. The same was found to be true in Cambodia (Lee et al., 2015).
and Mozambique (Benson, 2000). Lee et al. (2015) recommended using a student’s first language for mathematics instruction to foster understanding of mathematical concepts, much like researchers’ recommendations in the U.S. context. Similar to the U.S. context, Benson (2000) found teaching in two different Bantu languages in transitional bilingual programs more promising for educating bilinguals than instructing them in their non-native language. While transitional programs are a step in the right direction when considering equitable bilingual mathematics education, international data lends support to U.S. findings about two-way immersion programs suggesting that they still might be the most effective for instructing and educating bilingual as well as monolingual children.

Similar support for TWI programs was found in a Canadian study. Math, English, and French performance of elementary-school students (ages 6-12) in Montreal’s four different public-school programs—French-as-a-second-language, delayed and early French immersion, and full French-medium schooling (i.e., teaching all subjects in French)—were compared in a longitudinal study (Lambert et al., 1993). The control group for this study consisted of students enrolled in an all-English and all-French school. Except for French oral skills, they found students in French-medium and French immersion programs to be indistinguishable from students in all-French schools on written aspects of French, English, and Math. This also supports the view that students’ oral proficiency in a language is determined by the opportunities for social interaction available to them.

9.6.11 Need for more innovation and research
Although American and international research corroborates the benefits of bilingual education and the importance of teaching mathematics in a child’s home language, its effectiveness is contingent upon thoughtful implementation of bilingual instruction as well as consideration of students’ needs. Examining the implementation of mathematics instruction in Malaysian bilingual classrooms, Lim and Chew (2007) pointed out that approaching mathematics instruction in a procedural manner when instructing in a non-dominant language led to poor understanding of mathematical concepts among students and therefore, poor mathematical performance. In the same vein, Tsung and Cruickshank (2009) showed the detrimental effects on mathematical performance when students do not receive adequate instruction in their mother tongue. They conducted case studies of two schools in China, a rural minority elementary school that instructed in a minority language (not Mandarin or Cantonese) and an urban mixed minority elementary school where Mandarin was the primary language of instruction. Minority ethnic children performed poorly in all three—their mother tongue, Mandarin, and English—compared to their peers instructed in Mandarin. These studies suggest that teaching bilingual children mathematics in their home language in an immersive environment is necessary but not sufficient. To address the need for more research and innovation, educators and parents are encouraged to partner with interdisciplinary researchers (e.g., educational psychologists/neuroscientists) so their practical knowledge and insights can become an integral part of the efforts to improve math teaching and learning for bilingual and multilingual children (Anchan, 2022).
9.7 Conclusion

Using an interdisciplinary lens, this chapter outlined the similarities and differences in how bilingual children learn and process mathematics compared to the established monolingual norm. To avoid conceptualizing bilinguals as two monolinguals in one (Grosjean, 1989), recommendations were made for teaching mathematics to bilingual children in the elementary and middle school years based on studies from the fields of mathematics education, educational policy, and educational psychology which were further supported by evidence from cognitive neuroscience, mathematical cognition, psycholinguistics, and cognitive science. Proper and suitable execution of mathematics instruction in a bilingual child’s home language as well as the dominant school language is only part of the whole picture. Student-level factors such as their pre-existing knowledge, cultural background, interests, and motivations must be given equal consideration to tailor effective mathematics instruction for bilingual students. Additionally, offloading bilingual students’ persistent cognitive load by recruiting their other sensory modalities while creating an immersive learning environment can also help. Mixed methods research (Anchan & Soylu, 2021a-e) is currently underway to precisely target various aspects of this topic and address this educational concern pragmatically and cohesively.
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